Indium tin oxide (ITO) 
Introduction
Dielectric spectroscopy is a very useful way to investigate liquid crystal materials. In measuring cells, ITO electrodes are used because of their transparency. Because of its finite resistivity, cell produces its own high frequency losses. In many papers, the only way to extract these high frequency losses is to find special shape of frequency function to esti− mate and remove high frequency losses. In this paper, limits of this method as well as the other methods are shown and discussed.
Theoretical model of cell influence on dielectric measurements
In 
where f is the frequency of measuring external field and f 0 is the cut−off frequency of empty cell, while the parameters A¢ These effective electric permittivities (e¢ EF , e² EF ) should be (theoretically) identical with the permittivities measured in ITO cell (characterized by the cut−off frequency f 0 ). Va− lues of the effective electric permittivities differ from the "pure" liquid crystal permittivities (e¢ LC , e² LC ). In some cases, important dielectric modes (soft mode in SmA* phase, P H mode in SmC A * phase) can be completely hidden behind the dielectric properties of a measuring cell [2] .
Additionally, the way how to extract the "pure" dielec− tric properties of liquid crystal (e¢ LC , e² LC ) from measure− ments (the effective values e¢ EF , e² EF ) in non−ideal ITO cell (with relatively low f 0 ) was shown in Ref. 1 To show how the effective values can differ from the li− quid crystal "pure" permittivities, let us consider that in LC compound two dielectric modes are present, high frequency mode (it could be soft−like mode) and low frequency mode (it could be Goldstone−like mode). The relaxation frequency of soft mode f S is 300 kHz and the relaxation frequency of Goldstone mode f G is 5 kHz. One can say that these two modes are quite well separated in frequency domain. The dielectric strength of soft mode De S is 6 while the dielectric strength of Goldstone mode De G is 20. High frequency limit of the dielectric permittivity e ¥ equals 4. Such parameters can be found at the temperature of phase transition SmA*−SmC*. In Fig. 1 
Neither low frequency, nor high frequency losses are present in the model expressed by Eq. (3).
When we put this liquid crystal into a "virtual", non− −ideal ITO cell, the dielectric response (e¢ EF , e² EF ) will dif− fer from the liquid crystal dielectric permittivities shown in Fig. 1 [1] . The difference will be larger when the cut−off fre− quency of empty cell f 0 is lower (it means, when the cell is worse). In Fig. 2 , one can see the calculated effective values of dielectric permittivities which could be obtained from measurements in different cells (poor and better cells). In Fig. 3 , Cole−Cole plots corresponding to liquid crystal in ITO cells with five different cut−off frequencies, are pre− sented [4] . It is easy to notice that effective relaxation fre− quencies are lower [plots of e² EF are shifted left in Fig. 2 (right)] in comparison with relaxation frequencies for liquid crystal medium, while dielectric strengths of investigated modes are higher than dielectric strength of corresponding modes in liquid crystal. It is seen in Fig. 3 as the larger radius of Cole−Cole semicircle, plotted for effective per− mittivities.
This effect is larger for poor cells. Additionally, for cells with cut−off frequency lower than 5 MHz, soft mode rela− xation started to be completely covered by cell dielectric properties. It is worth to underline that low value of high fre− quency dielectric permittivity limit (e ¥ < 2) shows that we cannot assume that this is liquid crystal property, because electric permittivity in high frequency region of any mate− rial should be higher than 2.
How to calculate parameters of dielectric modes?
Knowing the dielectric response of the liquid crystal in ITO measuring cell, it is important to extract the dielectric pro− perties of the liquid crystal. There are a few methods to use for calculating e¢ LC and e² LC from e¢ EF , e² EF known for author. Below, the procedures used in these methods are presented.
Optimization method A
Knowing the cut−off frequency of the empty cell f 0 and the effective (e¢ EF , e² EF ) values obtained in the cell filled with liquid crystal [or calculated from a system of Eqs. (1)], va− lues e¢ LC and e² LC can be calculated using a system of Eqs. (2) . This calculation is the first step of this method. After this stage, assuming that the high frequency effect of ITO cell was eliminated, the pure properties of liquid crystal are obtained. Then, we make the second step of the method A, the parameters f G , f S (relaxation frequencies of Goldstone and soft modes) and De G , De S , (dielectric stren− gths of Goldstone and soft modes) and high frequency limit of the electric permittivity e ¥ are optimized to find the fre− quency function, Eq. (3), which exactly fits to e¢ LC and e² LC calculated earlier in the first step using Eqs. (2) .
It is two−step procedure, the first step -the liquid crystal permittivities (e¢ LC , e² LC ) should be calculated from the effective values (e¢ EF , e² EF ) using Eqs. (2), the second stepreal, five−parameter (f G , De G , f S , De S , e ¥ ) optimization, Eq. (3), should be performed to find the values of these five parameters which make the frequency function Eq. (3) fit− ting to the liquid crystal permittivities (e¢ LC , e² LC ). From a theoretical point of view, this method should work per− fectly for numerically generated results because a system of Eqs. (2) is the inverse transformation of a system of Eqs. (1).
Optimization method B
Supposing that cut−off frequency of empty cell is not known and two relaxations are present in liquid crystal medium, the effective values (e¢ EF , e² EF ) are approximated by three rela− xations in Eq. (4) 
The first relaxation (f G , De G ) is related to low frequency relaxation in liquid crystal. The second relaxation (f S , De S ) is connected with high frequency relaxation in liquid crystal. The third relaxation (f H , De H ) is not related to any relaxation in liquid crystal but to cell property (existing of cut−off fre− quency). The subscript "H" means that this relaxation fre− quency is pretty high in comparison with the frequencies f G and f S . To be sure that the third "relaxation" is related to cell behaviour, one can compare high frequency limit of the dielectric permittivity e H¥ for this mode. If it is below 2, this "pseudo mode" is related to cut−off frequency of empty cell [1] . This is seven−parameter (
and one−step optimization. In this method, both parts of dielectric permittivities are taken into consideration. In this method, the parameters with the indexes G and S give the real information about the modes in a liquid crystal phase. Only this method can find e¢ EF below 2 as a result of the cut−off frequency f 0 .
Optimization method C
Supposing that cut−off frequency of empty cell is not known and two relaxations are detected in liquid crystal medium, effective value of imaginary part of the dielectric permi− ttivity e² EF is only approximated by two modes, and high frequency losses [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ¢¢ = ¢¢ -¢¢ + ¢¢ = +
The first part is the imaginary part of dielectric per− mittivity related to Goldstone mode. The second part is the imaginary part of dielectric permittivity connected with soft mode. The third part
is related to high frequency losses in ITO cell. Two parame− ters A and n are experimental parameters [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . There are six parameters (f G , De G , f S , De S , A, n) and one step optimiza− tion. All these six parameters are found to fit the right side of Eq. (5) to imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity e² EF obtained from measurements. For this method, used in Refs. 5-9, only imaginary part is optimized. This method has been the most frequently used in scientific papers.
Optimization method D
In the last method, which is very similar to the method C, we suppose that effective values of the dielectric permi− ttivity (e¢ EF , e² EF ) can be approximated by two modes, related to liquid crystal behaviour (Goldstone and soft modes) and high frequency losses, Eq. (6). For this method, both real and imaginary parts are considered, in contrast to the method C where only imaginary part is taken into account. It is seven−parameter (f G , De G , f S , De S , e ¥ , A, n) optimization. These parameters are found in the right side of Eq. (7) to fit the left side of this equation 
For this optimization (as it is for the optimization C), it is very important to make calculations for suitable number of experimental points. It is useless to perform approximation for all frequency points. Especially for high frequency points, the obtained results can be unreal. The high fre− quency limit f L of applied point should be well defined. It means that experimental points, measured at the frequencies higher than f L cannot be used in the optimization C and D. It is due to the fact that high frequency losses are increasing [according to a shape of Eq. (6) used in these models] with frequency, while the dielectric effective permittivity e² EF (imaginary part) shows maximum for particular frequency Eq. (1). So, this limit can be defined as the highest fre− quency where e² LOSS of Eq. (5) fits to e² EF . This effect is clearly visible in Figs. 6 and 7. Plots "effective" and "fit− ting" differ from each other in high frequency region. The high frequency limit f L for the case shown in Figs. 6 and 7 is about 2 MHz.
The both methods C and D describe the effect of ITO electrodes resistivity on imaginary part of the electric per− mittivity e² EF but the difference is that for numerical optimi− zation both parts of electric permittivities are taken into account in the method D, while in the method C only imagi− nary part is taken under consideration.
Numerical calculations. How cell quality can influence the obtained parameters of dielectric modes?
The question arises, whether methods presented above are effective and what are their limits? There are some reasons discussed earlier which can suggest that the methods C and D are similar and the method B can be better than C and D. Finally, it would be good to compare all these procedures numerically. For calculations, the liquid crystal medium with two relaxations (shown in Fig. 1 To find proper optimization parameters, the Solver−tool from MS EXCEL was applied. This tool allows us to find minimum or maximum of a function for a few changing parameters. Because Debye character of relaxation in liquid crystal was assumed during numerical creation of relaxation modes [using Eq. (3)], the Cole−Cole distribution parameter a = 0 was used for optimizations [4] .
The procedure of the optimization A works very well. After obtaining liquid crystal permittivities from effective values using a system of Eqs. (2), the e¢ LC , and e² LC values are found from Eq. (3) as a result of two modes (Goldstone and soft modes) optimization.
In Fig. 4 , three plots are presented. "pure LC" -the pure liquid crystal properties e¢ LC and e² LC , calculated using Eq. (3), "effective" -the effective values (e¢ EF , e² EF ) calculated using a system of Eqs. (1), "calcul. LC" -the liquid crystal permittivities (e¢ LC , e² LC ) re−calculated from effective va− lues using a system of Eqs. (2) . It is easy to notice in Fig. 4 that the values calculated from Eqs. (2) ("calcul. LC") are in coincidence with the pure liquid crystal electric permi− ttivities ("pure LC"). "calcul. LC" are the results of the first step of the method A. The results from a plot "calcul. LC" are used for the second step of the optimization A, to find all five parameters, Eq. It is easy to notice that values ("fitting") obtained using Eq. (4) are in coincidence with effective permittivities ("ef− fective"). The pure liquid crystal permittivities e¢ LC and e² LC ("pure LC") differ from the values calculated by the optimi− zation ("calcul. LC"). The difference is larger in the vicinity of high frequency liquid crystal mode (corresponding to the Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 2, 2011 P. Perkowski soft mode) while close to the low frequency mode (corre− sponding to Goldstone mode) the differences are small. High frequency limit of the electric permittivity e H¥ from this model is about zero. It means that the third semicircle is not related to any relaxation but to cell property. High frequency limit of electric permittivity related to liquid crystal modes only (high frequency limit for soft mode) is underestimated (e ¥ In Fig. 6 , four series related to this method C are shown. "pure LC abs" -the pure imaginary part of the liquid crystal electric permittivity e² LC numerically created using Eq. (3). "effective abs" -imaginary part of the effective permittivity e² EF (effective losses) calculated from Eqs. (1) . "fitting abs" -effective values of imaginary part optimized using the procedure C [using Eq. (5)]. "calcul. LC abs" -imaginary part of electric permittivity of liquid crystal found using the method C (for plot "calcul. LC abs" high frequency losses are already removed). It is easy to notice that the values obtained by optimization ("fitting abs") are in coincidence with effective losses ("effective abs") up to 2 MHz. It seems to be enough when we take into account that frequency of soft mode in this case is around 300 kHz. For the higher fre− quencies, absorption e² LOSS increases rapidly in accordance with Eq. (6). So, for this method, it is needless to make cal− culations for point with the frequencies higher than 2 MHz (for such setup of starting parameters). High frequency limit of this method f L (f L means the highest frequency which can be used in optimization) seems to be around 2 MHz. The liquid crystal permittivity e² LC ("pure LC abs" plot) differs from the values calculated using the function expressed by Eq. (5) without the part Af n ("calcul. LC abs"). The diffe− rence is larger in the vicinity of high frequency liquid crystal mode (corresponding to soft mode) while close to low fre− quency mode (corresponding to Goldstone mode) the diffe− rences are small. It is easy to notice, that optimized ampli− tude of an imaginary part (in the vicinity of soft mode) is higher than the amplitude of pure dielectric mode. For the starting setup of liquid crystal parameters, the following were obtained f S = 252.7 Hz, f G = 4.948 kHz, De S = 6.998, De G = 20.18, A = 0.000468, n = 0.7424. Rendered values related to liquid crystal modes differ from starting parame− ters in similar ways as it is for the method B. When the cut−off frequency f 0 of empty cell is very high, the exponent n found in this method should be close to 1. If the cell is worse and worse, this exponent is lower and lower. The high frequency limit f L increases when n goes to 1.
The optimization procedure D works similar as C method does. In Fig. 7 , four plots are shown. "pure LC" -the pure liquid crystal properties e¢ LC and e² LC calculated from Eq. culated from a system of Eqs. (1). "fitting" -effective val− ues approximated by D method, using Eq. (7). "calcul. LC" -optimized liquid crystal permittivities when the high fre− quency losses, Eq. (6), are already extracted. It is easy to notice that values obtained in optimization ("fitting") are in coincidence with effective permittivities ("effective") up to 2 MHz (as it was in the procedure C). For higher frequen− cies, absorption increases rapidly in accordance with Eq. (6) . From this reason, the procedure of approximation can be performed for the points with frequencies below 2 MHz. The liquid crystal permittivities (e¢ LC , and e² LC ) ("pure LC") differ from the values calculated in the model of Eq. (7) ("calcul. LC"). The differences are larger near the high fre− quency liquid crystal mode (corresponding to soft mode) than differences close to low frequency mode (correspon− ding to Goldstone mode). To study the influence of cut−off frequency on the obtained results in all methods, the calculations for all opti− mization methods were performed for many starting values. The frequency of the low frequency mode f G was 5 kHz, the dielectric strength De G of this mode was 20, while the fre− quency of high frequency mode f S was 300 kHz and its dielectric strength De S was 6. The high frequency limit e ¥ of liquid crystal was 4. All LC medium parameters were the same as used before. Such liquid crystal material (with numerically generated Debye modes) was put (virtually) into the cell. The cell cut−off frequency f 0 was changed from 300 MHz (very good cell) to 500 kHz (very poor cell).
In Figs. 8 and 9 , the results obtained for all methods are collected. In Fig. 8, fact, the systems of Eqs. (1) and (2) Fig. 8 . For better cell (f 0 = 10 MHz), diffe− rence is 1-2% and it seems to be reasonable for optimization.
In case of high frequency mode (Fig. 9) , the discrepancy between starting values and optimized ones is remarkably higher. For good cell (f 0 = 10 MHz), it is 10% while for poor cell (f 0 = 1 MHz) it is more than 60%. So, for high frequency modes, all methods (except the method A) do not work properly. Points related to B, C, and D optimization met− hods are in Figs. 8 and 9 almost the same. Calculated relax− ation frequencies for B, C, and D methods are underesti− mated while dielectric strengths are overestimated.
Conclusions
There are four procedures to remove the high frequency losses (related to finite conductivity of ITO electrodes) pre− sented in this paper. Three of them have been used before, in many papers related to dielectric spectroscopy of liquid crystals [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . It seems that the way (optimization method C) used earlier in many papers can work well for good cells or for low frequency modes only. The high frequency limit f L (the highest frequency of point used for optimization C) can be estimated from Eq. 
If the cut−off frequency of empty cell f 0 is 10 MHz (typi− cal value for ITO cell), for typical liquid crystal (De S = 6, e ¥ =4), f L will be between 1 MHz and 2.5 MHz. For our calcu− lations, for cell with the cut−off frequency f 0 = 10 MHz, we found f L = 2 MHz. In Eq. (8), there is the dielectric strength of high frequency mode De S because for this mode the limit f L is more crucial for the high frequency mode De S than for the low frequency mode De G .
The last question is "How fast relaxation can be investi− gated using the method C?" When we consider that tolera− ble discrepancy between optimized parameters and pure parameters of liquid crystal medium can be a few percent, it means that we can use our ITO cell to investigate dielectric modes which relaxation frequencies are lower than 10% of the high frequency limit f L . For liquid crystal parameters used in this paper, the cell with the cut−off frequency f 0 = 10 MHz would be good enough to investigate properly soft mode with relaxation frequency around 200 kHz. If the relaxation frequency is higher, the method C will be useless.
There are not any significant differences in results of the optimization methods B, C, and D. The validity of all met− hods (B, C, and D) is similar. The best way to remove the high frequency losses seems to be the optimization A pre− sented in detail in Ref. 1 . This method works even for fre− quencies higher than the limit, Eq. (8), but it is two−step optimization procedure. Generally, dielectric strengths found in all optimization methods (except the method A) are overestimated, while the relaxation frequencies are underes− timated (except the method A).
All these conclusions are supported by numerical exper− iments. In real experiments (where "effective permittivities" mean "permittivities found in experiment"), the situation can be more complicated, the high frequency limits of prac− tical application of these methods can be lower [2] .
